AT A GLANCE

PRTG Network Monitor –
the Solarwinds alternative

One solution for all
your monitoring needs

Complex IT environments require simple solutions to maintain an overview. Other
than Solarwinds, PRTG Network Monitor delivers all monitoring functionality
in a single application – from network, IT infrastructure, storage systems, cloud
applications, virtual systems, databases and applications to medical devices, CCTV
systems, industrial environments and more.

The full range of functions
with every license

All this comes without add-ons or modules: Each license includes the full feature set.
Licensing is based only on the number of sensors. A sensor is what others might call
a monitor or a check – it delivers data on one aspect of your IT. As a sensor contains
multiple channels, it delivers more than just one value, but e.g. the CPU performance
including the performance of all cores, or different metrics when monitoring a port.

Enterprise level monitoring

Each license of PRTG includes unlimited remote probes (polling engines) to monitor
distributed locations or scale for large environments. PRTG Enterprise Monitor also
includes the ITOps Board – an IT service- based dashboard optimized for very large
environments.

Switching to PRTG is easy

PRTG is optimized for quick and easy use. This applies to installation and setup as
well as daily operation:
• Installation in a few minutes
• Auto-Discovery and Smart Setup
• Individual dashboards via drag & drop
• Windows GUI, web interface and apps for iOS and Android
A huge network of highly qualified implementation partners is ready to support you
with a smooth migration to PRTG.
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Going beyond monitoring:
The Uptime Alliance

With the Uptime Alliance, Paessler has established a strong partner network that
offers solutions for IT management, automation, and IT security. Based on its API and
custom sensors, PRTG integrates with partner applications, building comprehensive
solutions for monitoring and beyond.
• UVexplorer: Advanced mapping, inventory and configuration management
www.paessler.com/partners/uptimeallianceuvnetworks
• Flowmon: Flow-based analysis and security functions
www.paessler.com/partners/uptimealliance/flowmon
• NetBrain: Automated troubleshooting
www.paessler.com/partners/uptimealliance/netbrain
• And many more...
www.paessler.com/partners/technological-alliances#alliance

Full Solarwinds replacement?

With its different approach, PRTG can probably not replace every Solarwinds
application or module one-to-one. But there is high feature coverage for a large
number of Solarwinds tools like:
• Network Performance Monitor
• Server & Application Monitor
• Storage Resource Monitor
• Database Monitor
• Web Performance Monitor
• Network Traffic Analyzer
• ipMonitor
• There are also many overlaps with other Solarwinds tools, ask us for details.
PRTG monitors your entire IT and more in one single application, easy to manage
with clear dashboards and mobile apps to keep you informed wherever you are. At a
price that will surprise you.

Interested? Contact us!

You are interested to know if PRTG could be an alternative to your
Solarwinds implementation?
Contact us for more information or ask a PRTG expert in your region:
https://www.paessler.com/app/partners

“

With Solarwinds, Cacti and SNMPC we needed three different monitoring
systems to gain overview about all our systems and devices. Finding
out that PRTG was able to replace all three tools was a huge additional
benefit for us and helps us to save a lot of time and money.”
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Stein Erik Høybakk, Senior Network Engineer at TAFJORD
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